
Classes  
Fabulous Fellatio: Learn blow-by-blow how to perfectly service his pleasure 
pole! This class is spicy, tasteful, funny, and most importantly, educational! You 
and your girlfriends will not only learn the techniques that he’ll enjoy most, but 
also how to do it in a way that makes it pleasurable for you too. Our workshop is 
an interactive, hands-on (props) way to fulfill one of his ultimate fantasies.


Toy Class: We’ll show you the different types of toys; some of the most powerful 
and a few unique ones too. If you’re looking for a toy for a specific purpose, the 
staff can show you something that will hit the spot.


Ultimate Orgasms: We’ll explore the wonders of female and male orgasms. 
We’ll show you all the right positions, techniques, and toys that you’ll need to hit 
the best spots (g-spot and p-spot), treat them right, and maybe even bring on 
multiples and female ejaculation.


Stripping for Your Lover (additional $100): Join an award-winning burlesque 
performer from The Pastie Pops as they show you about the art of the TEASE! 
They will share some do's and don’ts for executing the perfect striptease, as 
well as give you some easy yet ultra-sexy moves that will leave your lover 
wanting more. Athletic wear is encouraged, heels optional.


Sex Trivia: Gather your friends and bring your sexy brains, smart phones, and 
BYOB to the institute for a fun night of sex trivia! Flash your sultry intellect, show 
off your naughty knowledge, and win the game!


Fifty Shades of Kink: Kink 101. Explore kink and BDSM for those who are 
inexperienced or curious about it. Learn how it works in a safe environment, 
discover what you like, and learn to alter or halt the situation if you choose.


Sex Tips for Straight Women From a Gay Man: Who better to unveil the 
mysteries of the male psyche than a woman's best friend, the gay man? Join the 
fabulous Jasper St. James as he guides you through different sex tips, tricks, 
and techniques that are guaranteed to blow more than just your man's mind. 
After the class, enjoy shopping in our boutique with your new GBF, Jasper
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